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Biography

Ivan in Feodosiya was born on July 29, 1817. 
The first years of the biography of Ayvazovsky 
have passed in poverty as a result of ruin of the 
father. But everything, to him was succeeded to 
come to a gymnasium of Simferopol. Interest in 
painting has brought him into walls of 
Academy of Arts of St. Petersburg in which he 
studied at recognized masters. After the 
termination of Academy traveled around 
Europe much.

In 1847 in the biography Ivan Ayvazovsky 
became professor of art Academy of St. 
Petersburg.



Ayvazovsky was most successful in sea landscapes. And since 1844 he even was an artist 
of sea headquarters. Also in Ivan Konstantinovich Ayvazovsky's biography own school 

of arts was open. Among his famous pictures – «Highest wave», «Black Sea».



However 
Ayvazovsky wrote 
cloths not only on 
sea subject. Among 
other his series of 
pictures: Caucasian, 
Ukrainian 
landscapes, 
Armenian history, 
Crimean war. For 
the biography Ivan 
Ayvazovsky has 
created about six 
thousand works.



The artist spoke about the 
creative credo: "The person who 
isn't endowed with the memory 
keeping impressions of wildlife 

can never be an excellent 
kopirovalshchik, the live camera, 

but the true artist-. The 
movements of live elements - are 

imperceptible for a brush: it is 
impossible to write a lightning, a 
wind gust, splash in a wave from 

nature. The plot of a picture 
develops at me in memory as a 

poem plot at the poet..."



Chesmensky fight (1848) Flood (1864)



Besides in the biography of the artist Ayvazovsky there was always 
time for socially useful actions. So Ivan Konstantinovich actively 
helped development of the hometown – Feodosiya.



Has constructed the museum of antiquity 
there, has founded art gallery, promoted 
laying of a railway track to Dzhankoy.



The artist in operating time over the picture "Explosion of the 
Turkish Ship" has died on April 19, 1900.
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